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AGENCY TRAINERS
AGENCY TRAINERS

• Have met criteria standards for both facilitators and agency trainers.

• Have completed requisite training and supervision criteria as an agency trainer.
NEW SITES

• CALGRIP SITES
  ALAMEDA COUNTY
  CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
  SISKIYOU COUNTY
  TULARE COUNTY
  CALVERAS COUNTY
  SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
  ORANGE COUNTY
  SANTA CRUZ COUNTY
  VENTURA COUNTY
MODEL ADHERENCE

- For those sites that have completed the two year training process how have you continued to maintain the energy, training and necessary follow-up to assure model adherence?
BARRIERS THAT WE ENCOUNTER

• Replacement Trainers
• Facilitator apathy
• Facilitator frustration
• Organizational stress
• Administrative support
• Budgetary concerns
STRATEGIES to MAINTAIN MODEL ADHERENCE

- Two day initial clinical training.
- One day booster 120 days following training
- Fidelity tool submission
- Direct group observation
- Face to face debriefing
- Submission of 2 videotapes
Beyond the Initial Proficiency

• Annual boosters for facilitators
• Random Direct observation of sessions
• Random fidelity tool submission
• Random videotaping of session
• Meetings with agency facilitators